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Welcome to "By The Mug" for September...
We open this issue with our webinar we are co-hosting with Oracle Implementation Partner
Viscosity, NA. Sean Scott leads us in a discussion about "Oracle AutoUpgrade Myths and
Methods".
Our "Interesting Tip & Tricks" for the month is Oracle's Learning Explorer Program where
you can learn about the FREE Learning Paths; like Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI)
Explorer and Earn the Explorer Badge!
Also in this issue, we have a link to Oracle Developer - Live! Java event to learn about
Java with panel discussions, labs and demos. An offer from Pantheon for a FREE 3-hour
workshop to learn the 'building blocks' of Drupal 9, an open-source content management
system. And we have our usual content and features to help keep you informed.
So welcome aboard, it looks like another great month ahead.
David Fitzjarrell, RMOUG Publications Director
publicationsdir@rmoug.org
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RMOUG and Viscosity, NA present
“AutoUpgrade – Myths and Methods” with Sean Scott
Register Now for 9/3/20 at 10:00 AM and join the discussion…
You may have heard about AutoUpgrade—how it can upgrade dozens or hundreds of
databases; run unattended or scheduled upgrades; identify and automatically ﬁx problems;
and automate pre and post upgrade steps. You may have also heard:
“AutoUpgrade is only for large environments.”
“Conﬁguration is time-consuming and challenging.”
“Only limited upgrade paths are supported.”
“It’s hard to use and slow.”
“It forces you into plugable databases and doesn’t do non-CDB databases.”
The truth is, AutoUpgrade simpliﬁes and streamlines upgrades for even a single database.
It’s easy to use and conﬁgure, fast, and ﬂexible. If AutoUpgrade encounters problems it
can’t ﬁx automatically, identifying, ﬁxing, and resuming upgrades is straightforward.
This session covers best practices and recommendations based on customer case studies
including:
– Why AutoUpgrade is the method of choice for upgrading to 12cR2, 18c, 19c and beyond
– Planning and preparing for AutoUpgrade
– Preparing a conﬁguration for a single database in under a minute
– AutoUpgrade capabilities demonstrated
– Dealing with the unexpected: ﬁxing issues, resuming jobs and recovering from a failure
Presenter Sean Scott has been an Oracle DBA for over 25 years and is an Oracle ACE
Associate. He is a Principal Consultant for Viscosity North America,
https://viscosityna.com/
Register here: https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/7282589287170921488
Date and Time: Thursday, September 3, 2020, at 10:00 AM – 11:00 PM MDT
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Introducing: Oracle Learning Explorer
Oracle Learning Explorer is the best way to start building your functional
knowledge of Oracle’s Cloud solutions – solutions used by Fortune 500
companies across the world that employ hundreds of thousands of
professionals.
Program overview:
Free entry-level training organized by real-world job roles
Learning paths for Oracle Cloud Applications, Infrastructure, Autonomous
Database, & more
A complimentary quiz to test and validate knowledge
Over 50 Explorer basic badges to showcase accreditation
We hope this program will help companies and professionals alike get started
on the path to strengthening their IT knowledge base to better compete,
perform, and grow.
Start learning for free today. Become an Oracle Learning Explorer:
HCM Global HR Explorer
ERP General Ledger Explorer
OCI Explorer
Autonomous Database Explorer
DevOps Explorer
Conﬁgure, Price, and Quote (CPQ) Explorer
Eloqua Explorer
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Are you Drupal-curious? Just getting
started with CMS’ and WebOps?
This live, three-hour workshop, will
take you from understanding what
Drupal is, why Drupal 9 matters, to
creating basic content, users, and an
overview of more complex Drupal
features. No prior experience with
Drupal or web development is
necessary. Interested? For more
details about this FREE Workshop,
just follow the link below in
Upcoming Events.
As Java turns 25 this year, you can
continue to advance your developer
skills by joining us on the journey to
learn more about Java from subject
matter experts. Discover the power
of the #1 programming language.
Join us for technical sessions,
hands-on labs, demos, panels, and
live Q&A with experts. For more
details about this full-day event, just
follow the link below in Upcoming
Events.
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Calendar upcoming webinars and events - this can come from the website
calendar -- also refer to the website -- can add it the topic icons will just need
direction from Board as to the topic area for the webinar event.

09/02/20

09/03/20

09/08/20

09/09/20

09/11/20

COUG 20 in 2020 --- Wednesday, Sep 2, 2020 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM MDT --- "From OBIEE to
OAC: What’s Different and What’s Gained?" Presented by Sarah Zumbrum
RMOUG is co-hosting this Viscosity webinar on Thursday, September 3, 2020 10:00 AM – 11:00
AM MDT --- "Autoupgrade - Myths and Methods", Presented by Sean Scott
ODTUG Database - Tuesday, September 8, 2020 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM MDT Polymorphic Table
Function Deep Dive - Part 1 of 2 Darryl Hurley, ImpleStrat Solutions
COUG 20 in 2020 --- Wednesday, Sep 9, 2020 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM MDT --- "Better Designed
Than Sorry – Let’s Design Our DB Schema" presented by Liron Amitzi
PANTHEON Virtual Workshop - Friday, Sep 11,2020 11:00 AM - 2:00 PM MDT ---Getting Started
with Drupal --- A three-hour workshop to learn the fundamental building blocks of Drupal

Oracle Developer Live! Tuesday, Sep 15, 2020 9:00 AM - 5:00PM MDT --- Oracle Developer

9/15/20

Live—Java: Discover the power of the #1 programming language. Join us for technical
sessions, hands-on labs, demos, panels, and live Q&A with experts.

9/15/20

09/16/20

09/22/20

09/23/20

09/30/20

ODTUG Analytics - Tuesday, September 15, 2020 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM MDT
Options for Existing Customers of Oracle BI Applications Myles Gilsenan, Perficient
COUG 20 in 2020 --- Wednesday, Sep 16, 2020 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM MDT --- "Fusion Analytics…
What is it? Presented" by Sarah Zumbrum
ODTUG Database - Tuesday, September 22, 2020 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM MDT
Polymorphic Table Function Deep Dive - Part 2 of 2 Darryl Hurley, ImpleStrat Solutions --COUG 20 in 2020 --- Wednesday, Sep 23, 2020 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM MDT --- "Introduction to
Machine Learning" presented by Heli Helskyaho
COUG 20 in 2020 --- Wednesday, Sep 30, 2020 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM MDT --- "APEX Interactive
Grids: Standardize for Productivity and Sanity" presented by Karen Cannell
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Dear Membership,
Just a friendly reminder.....
Please take a moment and click on the link for the RMOUG 2020 training survey. RMOUG is planning to
move to a virtual format for all workshops and Training Days 2021, and we are asking for your help in
designing and planning a format for the coming year. We are truly interested in your ideas, input, and
feedback.
We are asking all members to complete the "2020-21 RMOUG Webinar and Training Days Survey" to help us
identify relevant topics and session times that work best for you.
Thank you for your time and feedback...
Sande Grotewohl, RMOUG Community Director
communitydir@rmoug.org

The Board is moving forward with new approaches to increase our virtual presence and distribute information
about database technology and associated tools for our members. We have deﬁned new sponsorship
opportunities to help facilitate our virtual existence. With the Coronavirus pandemic still on our minds, Training
Days 2021 will be delivered in a virtual format and we will be working on the details over the next few months. We
are in the process of reviewing our software tools to determine the best solutions for the board members to
collaborate and track tasks and events to maintain better communications and interaction with our members.
If you have any suggestions, ideas or would like to volunteer as we move forward with our new adventures,
please contact us.
Elaine Magnuson, RMOUG President
president@rmoug.org
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David
Fitzjarrell
So, it seems this month the spotlight is on me, David Fitzjarrell, the Publication Director.
Let's get the boring stuff out of the way -- I've been an Oracle DBA for almost 32 years now, working in various
industries and capacities. Over the years I have directed my efforts toward tuning (query and database) and
education (through my blog and articles written for https://databasejournal.com). I love to learn and, as a
result, love to share what I know with others. Through the years of blog posts and articles, as well as
contributing to RMOUG I was able to earn the status of Oracle ACE, an honor I cherish and enjoy. Being an
ACE isn't the destination, it's the start of the journey and I've kept contributing to the Oracle community
through articles and blog posts. I've worked with Oracle versions from 6 through 19c and have worked hard to
keep up with the changes Oracle has made. Toward that end I am the principal author of "Oracle Exadata
Survival Guide", from Apress, a book I am proud to have written.
Of course, I couldn't do this without support from my family, and I have a great one. Shari, my spouse, is a
former high school teacher and a fantastic mom to our two children -- Gabi, who's off at college working on a
Biochemistry degree and Zachary, a Junior in high school gearing up to earn a college degree in Engineering.
Zachary is also an Eagle Scout, a distinction he earned at the ripe old age of 15. As a side note I earned my
degree in Chemistry, with minors in Physics and Computer Science, so I guess the science and engineering genes
got split between our son and daughter. As much as a wanted to be a Chemist years ago, I have enjoyed my
career as an Oracle DBA, and would not change anything, given the chance.
That's me, David Fitzjarrell, in a nutshell.
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Just follow this link to renew your

The RMOUG Scholarship Fund provides funds to

membership online "Membership Fees" or

encourage future IT professionals to broaden

contact Peggy at peggy.king@rmoug.org to

their knowledge. We are accepting applications

renew your RMOUG annual membership or

for our Stan Yellott Fall/Winter Scholarship and

to answer any of your your membership

our annual Women In Technology (WIT)

questions.

Scholarship. For application details or to answer
any of your questions, click the links above or
contact Peggy at peggy.king@rmoug.org
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